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Remove the rubber roller  that  presses the bottle and the relative  hinge.  Remove also the 
rubber roller that supports the bottle, taking it away from its place in the hinge.

Move the position of the blade a little bit above. You have to loosen the screws of the support 
and to position them in the next two holes.



At this point you can fix the square bottle carter on the relative brackets.

 

Make all the pneumatic connections fixing the blue pipes onto the cylinder.

Position the micro-switch pn the slit of the square bottle's carter, fixing it with the relative 
aluminum blocks. 



The machine is now ready to function with square bottles, by pressing on the relative switch of 
the electric board.

BASIC ADJUSTEMENT

All pneumatic adjustments have already been made before the machine leaves the factory.
After having done all the electrical and pneumatic connections, make sure that the pressure 
gauge indicates 5 bars. 
Regulate the label exit on the blade by moving the photocell.

ADJUSTMENTS FOR THE SHAPE OF THE BOTTLE

After having checked that the label is about 3-4 mm out of the blade, regulate the heigt of the 
grey sponge roller that is in the carter. Please keep at least 2-3 mm deflection.



Lay the bottle, switch on the machine and try 
a cycle. 
To centre the label on the bottle,  move the 
micro-switch on the slit.
To  move  the  label  higher  or  lower  on  the 
bottle, move the roller on the black roller of 
support.

RESETTING THE MACHINE FOR ROUND BOTTLES

To use the machine with round bottles again:
Put the switch of the electronic board in the position 0 for the square bottle (in this way the 
round ones work).  Take the pneumatic  system away, detaching the small  blue tubes that 
connect the air to the cylinder.  Loosen the square bottle's micro-switch block and place it 
nearby. Remove the square bottle support carter. Replace the rubber roll onto their original 
position. Move the blade into low position.

NB: In case of use of square bottle and ink stamping unit together, when removing 
the square bottle option, remember to close the air tap (positioned on the side of the 
pressure regulator), in order to exclude the electro-valve for square bottle option.



TECHNICAL DETAILS

Alimentation tension
230 V 

SINGLE PHASE

Installed power 0.2 KW

Air consumption 4 Nl/min

Pressure   Min 5 bar 

Production 800 bott/h

Round bottle dimensions Square bottle dimensions
Min. diameter   60 mm Min. side 40 mm
Max. diameter 120 mm Max. side 100 mm

Dimensioni etichette
Max. label length (no back label) 280 mm
Max. paper support height (normal bottles) 145 mm
Max. paper support height (high rollers) 180 mm
Min. label height 15 mm

Max. distance between label and lower side of paper support                                    18 mm 

NOTES


